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 SWS

Mr/Ms/Company Mr/Ms/Company

Address Address

Phone Phone

Designation

98 001 00 00

98 102 00 00

98 101 00 00

98 003 00 00

98 005 00 00

Send order to:

 Commissioning order

 Property/site address  Client
Property number Customer number

Client present on site?

SCHELL order confirmation: Preferred date:

The client or at least one representative must be present on site on the day of commissioning.

Notes and information for SCHELL

 Schedule of fees for commissioning
Item number Qty Unit price in EUR Total price in EUR

System parametrisation ≤30 fittings

System parametrisation ≥31 fittings 98 002 00 00 
Gateway configuration

Gateway commissioning 98 103 00 00 
Callout costs per km 98 100 00 00 
Person-hour of work

Additional instruction

BE-K/BE-F wiring 98 004 00 00 
Server/mains adapter wiring

Prices are net prices quoted from the current price list and do not include VAT. No discounts.

Total amount in EUR

customer.service@schell.eu

Date, name in block capitals, client signature:

Wholesale

Installer

Operating company

yes

no – representative only

mailto:customer.service@schell.eu
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 SWS
 Commissioning order

 Please note

e VAT.

Please note the following about the cost of extra work:

All 230 V work is performed by the customer only.
Replacement/other parts are invoiced on a time and materials basis. Prices are quoted from the current price list and do not  
includ Travel expenses and mileage include travel in both directions but with a cap of 241 km/EUR 362.

 Conditions for commissioning
Commissioning work is subject to the following conditions:

The parameters to be set in the system are done so solely according to the client's specifications.
An initial instruction session is included in commissioning; any further instruction must be booked separately.

The replacement or installation of spare parts and components will be agreed as a separate, paid service.
This does not apply in cases where Schell is liable as the manufacturer under product liability and/or defect liability law. The 
client's entitlements to seek to assert liability claims due to defects in the supply chain are not affected by this order. The client 
recognises that claims made under defect liability law may no longer be capable of assertion once Schell has replaced spare 
parts and components, although another responsible company in the supply chain is entitled to remediation or cure.

The client recognises that all extra effort on site created by delays, repeat callouts, incorrect or incomplete details provided by 
the client and a lack of opportunities for access or other circumstances unforeseeable for Schell will be itemised and invoiced at 
cost. Extra work is invoiced based on the above schedule of fees.

The client is required to fill out the documents "Checklist for a commissioning order" and the "Flush plan for SWS 
parametrisation" correctly and in full.

These documents can be downloaded from:

https://www.schell.eu??????????????

Date, name in block capitals, client signature:

https://www.schell.eu/??????????????
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